The physical mechanisms behind the reduction of the bulk modulus of a high-pressure cubic TiO 2 phase are confirmed by first-principles calculations. An unusual and abrupt change occurs in the dependence of energy on pressure at 43 GPa, indicating a pressure-induced phase transition from columbite TiO 2 to a newly-identified modified fluorite TiO 2 with a Pca21 symmetry. Oxygen atom displacement in Pca21 TiO 2 unexpectedly reduces the bulk modulus by 34% relative to fluorite TiO 2 . This discovering provides a direct evidence for understanding the compressive properties of such groups of homologous materials
ambiguities, however, remained both in the experiment and theory. For instance, the theoretical bulk modulus calculated for cubic TiO 2 in the pyrite and fluorite phases was significantly larger than that obtained during the experiments. Kim et al. showed that pyrite TiO 2 is unstable because of the presence of imaginary frequencies in the phonon spectra throughout the entire pressure range, whereas fluorite TiO 2 is stable because of the absence of these imaginary frequencies under pressure [13] . Swamy and Muddle reported that pyrite TiO 2 has theoretical properties closer to the experimental values, because it has a relatively lower bulk modulus [19] . In terms of mechanical properties, however, Liang et al. [20] found a minor difference between the fluorite and pyrite phases. They found that the fluorite TiO 2 are closer to the experimental one when calculation is done using different codes. This was opposite to the claim made in Ref. [19] . Consequently, even though many efforts have been made to elucidate its properties, some features of cubic TiO 2 remain questionable.
In this work, first-principles calculations are performed using the projector augmented wave method implemented in the ab initio total and molecular-dynamics program, VASP [21] . We employ a generalized gradient approximation for the exchange correlation functional and used a cut-off energy of 500 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack Brillouin zone sampling grid spacing of 0.5 Å -1 . During the geometry optimization process, no symmetry and no restrictions are constrained for both the unit cell and the atomic positions. A residual minimization scheme and direct inversions in the iterative subspace are employed. Structural relaxation is prevented until the total energy is less than 10 -5 eV and the force is less than 10 -2 eV/ Å. A 2 2 2 supercell is used to perform phonon dispersion calculations using the PHONON code within the ab initio force-constant method.
[21] Powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns are simulated by the REFLEX software [22] .
We begin from the columbite structure and impose hydrostatic pressure on it. As the pressure increases from ambient conditions, we obtain a series of optimized configurations after relaxing the structure under pre-defined pressure points. The calculated pressure dependency of energy exhibits an unusual and abrupt change at a pressure of 43 GPa, suggesting the occurrence of structural transition and the appearance of a new phase. By analyzing the symmetry of this phase, the new phase is determined to be that of a modified fluorite structure.
By carefully examining the trajectory file at a transition pressure of 43 GPa, we found that the evolution process of the phase transition can be divided into three stages, as
shown by the circles in Fig. 1 screened by the XRD peaks of the cotunnite phase [18] . Our simulation results in Fig. 3 clearly show that the differences in the O positions of pyrite, fluorite, and Pca21 phases significantly influence both the positions and relative intensities of the peaks in the XRD patterns. The calculated displacements of the O atoms in the Pca21 TiO 2 phase match the experimental results more closely than the other two phases [18] . In particular, the intensity ratios of the 220 peak to the 111 peak are 57% for the pyrite phase, 99%
for the fluorite phase, and 33% for the Pca21 phase. The experimental value is 45%.
The intensity ratios of the various 113 peaks to 111 peaks are 46% for the pyrite phase, GPa is also validated in this work. From the trajectory file, a similar unusual transition appears at the 34 th step under a pressure of -1 GPa, indicated by squares in Fig. 1 . The transition pressure (43 GPa) from the columbite to the Pca21 TiO 2 predicted by the ab initio calculations during the compression is different from the experimental value (48 GPa) [18] . The transition pressure (-1 GPa) from the Pca21 TiO 2 to the columbite TiO 2 predicted by the ab initio calculation during the decompression is also different from the experimental value (9 GPa) [18] . The difference in transition pressures between the theoretical and experimental calculations may be attributed to the fact that the ab initio calculations are performed in the ground state at zero temperature. The phonon dispersions of Pca21 TiO 2 are also calculated at 0, 10, 15, and 50 GPa. The results indicate that the Pca21 phase is stable between 15 and 50 GPa because no imaginary frequencies in the phonon spectra exist in this pressure range (the details can be seen in the EPAPS in Ref. 24 ). This may be why cubic TiO 2 can exist in pressures ranging from 9 to 48 GPa in the experimental synthesis [18] .
Even when the same pressure-transmitting medium (NaCl) is used to measure the bulk moduli, the measured values show discrepancies of about 20% for the columbite, 40% for the baddeleyite, 29% for the orthorhombic I, and 32% for the cotunnite phases [25] . It is thus unsurprising that discrepancies exist between the theoretical and experimental bulk moduli obtained for the system under study. The underlying physics behind such a discrepancy is not clear at present, considering that many possible factors, including the quality of different samples and the different methods employed for measuring bulk modulus, exist. In addition, working with data such that they fit the third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state may yield discrepancies [27] . The third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state may be written as: [25].
The calculated volume-pressure curves of the three possible phases (pyrite, fluorite, and Pca21) are shown in the inset of Fig. 4(a) . They reveal that fluorite TiO 2 is the most incompressible phase among all the predicted phases, while Pca21 TiO 2 is more compressible than the fluorite and pyrite TiO 2 phases. Swamy and Muddle [19] indicated that the calculated values of B 0 for the pyrite and fluorite phases were significantly larger than the experimental values because of the coexistence of many possible phases in the synthesized sample [18] . there exists a similar modified cotunnite phase, the expected bulk modulus reduction of ~30% with respect to cotunnite TiO 2 (431 GPa) [1] is in good agreement with independent experimental values of 312  34 GPa [6] and 294  9 GPa [25] . In conclusion, using ab initio calculations, we showed that an unusual and abrupt change in the energy curve of columbite TiO 2 at ~43 GPa produces modified fluorite 
